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East Asian Science, Technology and Society: 
An International Journal

Wen-Hua Kuo, editor in chief
Sulfikar Amir, Hee-Je Bak, Fa-ti Fan, Yuko 
Fujigaki, Chihyung Jeon, Sean Hsiang-Lin 
Lei, Akihisa Setoguchi, Margaret Sleeboom-
Faulkner, and Wen-Ling Tu, associate editors

Sponsored by the Ministry 

of Science and Technology 

of Taiwan, EASTS publishes 

research on how society and 

culture in East Asia interact 

with science, technology, and 

medicine. 

Recent topics include 

research misconduct, citizen 

science, network and human, 

and subimperial formations 

in East Asia.

For information about  

submitting to the journal,  

visit dukeupress.edu/easts or 

email eastsjournal@gmail.com.

Subscribe today.
Quarterly

Individuals   $50

Students   $25  

Single issues   $14

dukeupress.edu/easts



Xingpei Yuan and Zong-qi Cai,  
editors

The Journal of Chinese Literature 
and Culture publishes research 
articles and essays on premodern 
Chinese literature and all aspects 
of the broader literary culture. 

Jointly sponsored by Peking 
University and the University  
of Illinois, the journal embodies 
an international editorial vision 
that brings together scholars  
in China, the United States,  
and other parts of the world.

Sign up for new issue alerts at 
dukeu.press/alerts.

Subscribe today.
Two issues annually

Individuals  •  $30
Students  •  $20

dukeupress.edu/jclc

Members of the Forum on Chinese 
Poetic Culture receive a discount on 
subscriptions and individual issues. 
For more information, visit  
chinesepoetryforum.org.

 Journal of  
CHINESE  
LITERATURE  
 and CULTURE



Subscribe today. 
Four issues annually

Individuals   $43 
Students   $26  
Single issues   $14

dukeupress.edu/positions

Offering a fresh approach to 

Asian and Asian American stud-

ies, positions employs theoretical 

and multidisciplinary methods 

to create a provocative forum 

for vigorous exchange. Through 

scholarly articles, commentaries, 

poetry, photo spreads, and politi-

cal and philosophical debates, 

contributors consider pressing 

questions from a remarkable  

range of perspectives.

Sign up for new issue alerts  

at dukeu.press/alerts. Tani Barlow, Senior Editor
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